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ABSTRACT

We use a 27.6 deg2 survey to measure the clustering of gzKs -selected quiescent galaxies
at z ∼ 1.6, focusing on ultra-massive quiescent galaxies. We find that z ∼ 1.6 UltraMassive Passively Evolving Galaxies (UMPEGs), which have Ks (AB) < 19.75 (stellar
> 1011.4 M and mean <M? > = 1011.5 M ), cluster more strongly than any
masses of M? ∼
other known galaxy population at high redshift. Comparing their correlation length,
r0 = 29.77 ± 2.75 h−1 Mpc, with the clustering of dark matter halos in the Millennium
XXL N-body simulation suggests that these z ∼ 1.6 UMPEGs reside in dark matter
halos of mass Mh ∼ 1014.1 h−1 M . Such very massive z ∼ 1.6 halos are associated with
the ancestors of z ∼ 0 massive galaxy clusters such as the Virgo and Coma clusters.
Given their extreme stellar masses and lack of companions with comparable mass, we
surmise that these UMPEGs could be the already-quenched central massive galaxies of
their (proto)clusters. We conclude that with only a modest amount of further growth
in their stellar mass, z ∼ 1.6 UMPEGs could be the progenitors of some of the massive
central galaxies of present-day massive galaxy clusters observed to be already very
massive and quiescent near the peak epoch of the cosmic star formation.
Key words: cosmology: large-scale structure of universe – galaxies: formation –
galaxies: halos – galaxies: statistics
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INTRODUCTION

According to the standard ΛCDM cosmological model, the
matter content of the Universe is dominated by cold dark
matter (CDM). The growth of the first gravitational instabilities that arose from primordial quantum fluctuations being rapidly and exponentially inflated to much larger sizes
leads to the gravitational collapse of over-dense regions of
dark matter (DM) into the first DM halos. Subsequently,
baryonic matter falls into the gravitational wells of the DM
halos and turns into luminous galaxies via the cooling and
condensation of baryons (White & Rees 1978). Following
their formation, galaxies grow further through the merging
of the dark matter halos and the associated baryonic material, progressively assembling into more massive systems.
?
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The evolution of observable galaxies within their host DM
halos involves various internal and external processes such
as gas cooling, hydrodynamical effects, star formation, mergers, and feedback mechanisms, all of which are linked to the
properties of the host DM halos (Behroozi et al. 2010; Contreras et al. 2015). Since the properties of galaxies are directly coupled to the properties of the DM halos in which
they reside, they will also change over cosmic time as their
halos grow. Consequently, galaxies at high redshift can be
expected to be different from those at the present epoch.

The most massive halos can be expected to host some
of the most massive galaxies and so, in Arcila-Osejo et al.
(2019), we assembled a sample of such massive, quiescent
galaxies at z∼1.6. Here we define Ultra Massive Passively
Evolving Galaxies (UMPEGs) to be extreme galaxies at
z ∼ 1.6, with stellar masses M? > 1011.4 M (some as mas-
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sive as M?∼ 1011.8 M )1 ; critically, our UMPEGs appear to
be very rare systems that are no longer forming new stars.
The combination of their very high stellar masses and their
low (or non-existent) star formation rates makes UMPEGs
extremely rare at this redshift. Since the Universe was only
∼4 Gyr old at z ∼ 1.6, their massive stellar populations must
have assembled very early and rapidly. Assuming that these
galaxies were on or above the star-forming main sequence
(e.g., Whitaker et al. 2012) just before becoming quenched,
they must have exhibited star formation rates of SFR∼200–
1000 M yr−1 . Moreover, our UMPEGs have very high stellar masses and have no companions of equal or higher mass.
They also have virtually no satellites with stellar masses
down to ∼1/3 times the mass of the UMPEG (M. Sawicki et
al., submitted to MNRAS). Consequently, they can be expected to be the most massive, central galaxies of their dark
matter halos.
While massive and bright (Ks ∼19.5 AB), UMPEGs are
exceedingly rare and populate the very massive, exponential
tail end of the z ∼ 1.6 galaxy stellar mass function (SMF).
The number density of UMPEGs is ∼10−6 Mpc−3 per dex
in stellar mass (see Arcila-Osejo et al. 2019), which is two
orders of magnutide lower than that of the z ∼ 1.6 typical
M?∗ ∼1010.7 M galaxies that are normally considered to be
“massive galaxies” at these redshifts. Because they are extreme systems, UMPEGs can be used to test the extremes
of the hierarchical models of galaxy formation and evolution. For example, Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) showed that
the z∼1.6 quiescent galaxy SMF follows very closely the
Schechter (1976) functional form over M?∼ 1010.2 −1011.7 M
– a factor of 30 in mass – in excellent agreement with predictions of “mass quenching” models (e.g., Peng et al. 2010).
The extreme nature of UMPEGs raises the question:
what environments do they reside in? One way to address
this question is by examining their clustering properties.
Previous studies have found that galaxy properties such as
stellar mass, luminosity, morphology and star formation rate
are correlated with host DM halo mass (e.g., Li et al. 2006;
Zehavi et al. 2011), highlighting the fact that the DM halo
environment plays an important role in shaping the properties of galaxies and thus galaxy evolution in general. The DM
halo mass can also be helpful in tracing the mass assembly
history of these extreme galaxies because dark matter halo
growth is well understood from N-body simulations (e.g.,
Springel et al. 2005; Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009) and is independent of the complicated and poorly-understood baryonic
processes inside the halos.
If UMPEGs – which have very high stellar masses – are
associated with massive DM halos, then we would expect
that the clustering of UMPEGs, reflecting the underlying
clustering of their halos, will be stronger than the clustering
of “normal” massive quiescent galaxies at the same epoch.
In this paper we aim to test this scenario and constrain
the masses of the UMPEG halos by quantitatively comparing their clustering with predictions of dark matter clustering from N-body simulations (e.g., Springel et al. 2005;
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009). Several alternative methods,

1 Our M > 1011.4 M UMPEG mass cut is marginally lower than
?
the M? > 1011.5 M used in Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) so as to allow
us a larger sample that’s required for clustering analysis.

such as halo occupation distribution modelling (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2003; Berlind & Weinberg
2002), the stellar mass-halo mass relation, halo (or subhalo) abundance matching (e.g., Kravtsov & Klypin 1999;
Conroy et al. 2006b; Moster et al. 2010), and weak gravitational lensing (e.g., Brainerd et al. 1996; Hoekstra et al.
2004) can also statistically connect a population of galaxies to their host dark matter halos. However, the dataset
we use to identify our UMPEGS, while covering a wide area
that is necessary to find these rare z∼1.6 objects in sufficient
numbers, is not deep enough for either lensing or halo occupation distribution analysis at these redshifts. Meanwhile,
abundance matching, which requires a complete catalog ordered by galaxy stellar mass, cannot be used reliably given
that our UMPEGs are quiescent while not all galaxies with
UMPEG-like masses are so. Consequently, given the limitations of our data, the auto-correlation function presents
itself as the best way to constrain UMPEG halo masses at
this point.
Clustering is a powerful way to investigate the halo
masses of UMPEG halos since the amplitude of clustering on
large scales can provide a measure of the mass of the host
DM halos (Mo & White 1996; Sheth & Tormen 1999). In
the ΛCDM model, the clustering of halos is well understood
(Mo & White 2002) and the clustering amplitude is a monotonically increasing function of the halo mass. This arises
because halos located in large-scale positive density perturbations form first and this early boost accelerates the collapse of halos, favours subsequent merging, and leads to an
overabundance of massive haloes in dense large-scale environments (Kaiser 1984; Bond et al. 1991). For these reasons
galaxy clustering studies are a popular and useful tool that
has been used by many authors at both low and high redshifts (e.g., Le Févre et al. 1996; Shepherd et al. 2001; Brown
et al. 2003, 2008; Madgwick et al. 2003; Coil et al. 2004; Zehavi et al. 2005; McCracken et al. 2008; Savoy et al. 2011;
Ishikawa et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2016; Cameron et al. 2019). In
this paper we extend this approach to our UMPEGs, which
are high-redshift galaxies that are quiescent and much more
massive than those previously studied at z > 1.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we
briefly describe our data as well as the method we used in
Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) to select our passive high-redshift
galaxies. In Section 3, we describe the technique we use to
measure the angular correlation function for these galaxies. In Section 4 we convert the angular correlation function
into the spatial one using the estimated photometric redshift
distribution of the passive galaxies. In § 5.3 we compare the
clustering results of our UMPEGs with the clustering measurements of the dark matter halos from the Millennium
X X L simulation and thereby constrain their host DM halo
masses. A discussion and interpretation of our measurements
is presented in § 6, and we summarize the main conclusions
in § 7.
Throughout this work we assume the flat Λ cosmology
with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7. The Hubble constant is H0 = 70
km s−1 Mpc−1 so that h = H0 /(100 km s−1 Mpc−1 ) = 0.7, and
the normalization of the matter power spectrum is σ8 = 0.8.
We use the AB magnitude system (Oke 1974) and stellar
masses of galaxies assume the Chabrier (2003) stellar initial
mass function (IMF).
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Figure 1. Distribution of bright PE-gzK s galaxies in the Wide fields. The gray area shows the geometry of the fields; white spaces are
areas that have no data or that are masked due to bright stars or artifacts. Positions of UMPEGs are shown with black points and those
of fainter PE-gzK s galaxies with red.

2

DATA AND SAMPLE SELECTION

The data and high-redshift galaxy selection are described in
detail in Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019), and thus here we provide
only a brief overview.
2.1

Data

As described in more detail in Sec. 2.2, we select high-z passive galaxies using an adaptation of the Daddi et al. (2004)
BzK technique developed by Arcila-Osejo & Sawicki (2013).
This technique requires near-infrared (NIR) as well as optiMNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)

MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)

cal photometry, specificall g, z, and Ks fluxes, in the Deep
fields of our survey (see below) also supplemented with Hband measurements.
For the optical data (g, z) we use the images from the
T0006 release of the CFHT Legacy Survey (CFHTLS, Goranova et al. 2010) – specifically the g and z images of all four
of its Deep fields (D1, D2, D3, and D4), and two of its Wide
fields (W1 and W4). For the NIR data, in the Wide fields we
turn to the Ks images from the Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph (VIMOS) Public Extragalactic Ks Survey MultiLambda Survey (VIPERS-MLS; Moutard et al. 2016), while
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Figure 2. Distribution of the PE-gzK s galaxies in the Deep fields. The gray area shows the geometry of the fields; white spaces are
areas that have no data or that are masked due to bright stars or artifacts. Note that these four fields are much smaller than the Wide
fields shown in Fig. 1, with each panel here showing just 1.2 deg ×1.2 deg.

in the Deep fields we use the Ks and H-band data from the
T0002 release of the WIRCam Deep Survey (WIRDS; Bielby
et al. 2012).
The extent of the NIR images dictates our areal coverage since their footprint is smaller than that of the CFHTLS
optical data. After masking areas around bright stars, lowSNR regions, and other artifacts, our usable data cover 25.09
deg2 in the two CFHTLS Wide fields and 2.51 deg2 in the
Deep fields, giving a total of 27.6 deg2 . In the Wide fields
we reach 90% detection completeness at Ks =20.5 AB; in the
Deep D1, D3, and D4 fields we reach 50% detection completeness at Ks =23.5 AB, while in D2 (the COSMOS field)
we reach Ks =23.0 AB.
We performed source detection and photometry using
SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996). As the Spectral Energy Distributions (SEDs) of passive galaxies are expected
to be dominated by optically faint, red, long-lived stars, object detection was done in the Ks -band. Matched-aperture
photometry was then done in all the bands using SExtractor’s dual image mode.

2.2

Selection of z∼1.6 Passive gzKs Galaxies

We use an adaptation of the Daddi et al. (2004) BzK technique to select high-redshift galaxies, as described in ArcilaOsejo & Sawicki (2013) and Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019). In

brief, passive galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 − 2.5 are red in both g − z
and z−Ks . Consequently, they are readily distinguished from
other types of objects: from star-forming galaxies at similar
redshifts, which – if dusty – can also be red in z − Ks , but are
blue in g − z; from lower-redshift galaxies, which are bluer in
z − Ks ; and from Galactic stars, which are bluer still. In the
Deep fields, where even the very deep CFHTLS g observations are often too shallow to yield a precise g − z color, we
additionally use the H − Ks colour to break the degeneracy
between high-redshift passive and star-forming galaxies (see
Arcila-Osejo & Sawicki 2013 for details). We refer to the
quiescent galaxies selected using this technique as PE-gzKs
galaxies, and to their star-forming counterparts as SF-gzKs
galaxies.
After applying the selection procedure described above
to our photometric catalog, we are left with a sample
of 1312 PE-gzKs galaxies with 19.25<Ks <20.25 in the
Wide fields and 5005 PE-gzKs galaxies with 20<Ks <23
in the Deep fields. In the Wide fields, 203 of these
PE-gzKs galaxies have Ks <19.75, corresponding to stellar
> 1011.4 M (with mean stellar mass of <M? > =
masses M? ∼
11.5
10
M ), and these objects constitute our UMPEG sample for the present analysis. In this paper we do not study
UPMEGs in the Deep fields due to these fields’ small areas, although we make use of the Deep fields to measure the
clustering of lower-mass quiescent PE-gzKs galaxies. For full
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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details of the color-color selection, catalog creation, and the
quiescent galaxy stellar mass function (SMF), see ArcilaOsejo et al. (2019).
Figures 1 and 2 show the positions of the PE-gzKs galaxies in the Wide and Deep fields, respectively. In Fig. 1 (the
Wide fields) we show all PE-gzKs objects with 19.25 < Ks <
20.25, with the UMPEGs (Ks < 19.75) marked in black. In
Fig. 2 (the Deep fields) we show all PE-gzKs objects with
20 < Ks < 23. As Figs. 1 and 2 show, PE-gzKs galaxies
appear to be clustered, and this clustering is particularly
strong for the very bright PE-gzKs galaxies (i.e., UMPEGs)
in the Wide fields shown in Fig. 1.

3

THE ANGULAR CORRELATION
FUNCTION

Once we have the positions of galaxies in our survey, the
next step is to quantify their clustering properties. This is
commonly done by means of the galaxy-galaxy correlation
function, first suggested by Totsuji & Kihara (1969) and
subsequently developed for the statistical characterization
of galaxy clustering (e.g., Peebles 1980; Maddox et al. 1990;
York et al. 2000). Proceeding in the standard way we first
measure the two-dimensional correlation function (this Section) and then infer the three-dimensional correlation function by statistically de-projecting the two-dimensional one
in Sec. 4. Users familiar with two-point correlation function
measurements may find it expedient to skip Sec. 3.1 (which
describes the details of the Landy & Szalay 1993 clustering
estimator, jackknife uncertainty measurements, and the integral constraint) and proceed directly to Sec. 3.2 for our
2-D clustering results. Similarly, readers familiar with the
Limber inversion may want to skip Sec. 4.1, which describes
the principle of that technique, and proceed to Sec. 4.2.

3.1

Procedure

The angular two-point correlation function is defined as the
joint probability dP(θ) of finding a pair of objects in the solid
angles dΩ1 and dΩ2 separated by an angle θ, as compared
with an unclustered random distribution and is written as
dP(θ) = n[1 + ω(θ)]dΩ1 dΩ2,

(1)

where n is the average surface density of galaxies and ω(θ)
is the two-point correlation function. Thus, ω(θ) describes,
as a function of angular separation θ, the excess clustering
of galaxies compared to a random distribution. A positive
ω(θ) indicates that objects are clumped relative to a random
distribution.

3.1.1

Correlation function estimator

Operationally, we measure the angular clustering using the
Landy & Szalay (1993, hereafter LS) estimator. Although
computationally expensive compared to other methods (Peebles & Hauser 1974; Davis & Peebles 1983; Hewett 1982;
Hamilton 1993; Landy & Szalay 1993), the LS estimator
has several advantages: it has superior shot-noise behaviour
(Szapudi & Szalay 1998), low sensitivity to the size of the
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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random catalog, handles survey-edge corrections well (Kerscher et al. 2000), and has minimal variance for a random
distribution (Labatie et al. 2012).
The LS estimator is given by
ω(θ) =

DD(θ) − 2DR(θ) + RR(θ)
,
RR(θ)

(2)

where DD(θ) is the number of unique galaxy-galaxy pairs
with angular separations between θ − ∆θ/2 and θ + ∆θ/2;
DR(θ) is the number of pairs with the same angular separations between the observed galaxy catalog and the catalog
of randomly positioned points in the same survey area; and
RR(θ) refers to the number of random-random pairs with the
same angular separations. While DD measures the clustering of galaxies within the survey, RR and DR account for the
geometry and (position-dependent) depth of the survey.

3.1.2

Correlation function measurement and its
uncertainty

We generated the random catalog needed for the DR and
RR measurements by randomly sampling positions within
the survey area, subject to bright star and artifact masks
described in Section 2.2. Because our object catalogs are
well above the detection limits, we do not need to account
for position-dependent survey depth. To suppress Poisson
noise in the DR and RR terms in Eq. 2, our random catalog
contains ∼100 times more positions than the galaxy catalog (i.e., NR /ND ∼ 100). So as not to give undue weight to
the (oversampled) random points, we apply weighing to the
terms in Eq. 2: DR is multiplied by (ND − 1)/NR and RR by
[ND (ND − 1)]/[NR (NR − 1)] (Adelberger et al. 2005).
The number of pairs is large, particularly for the DR
and RR terms. For ND galaxies, there are 21 ND (ND − 1) ≈
1 N 1/2
2 D

data-data pairs in the survey, and many more datarandom and random-random pairs given that NR ∼ 100ND .
Counting the number of pairs in each angular separation bin
is thus a challenge to computational power and memory. We
solve this problem by organizing our pairs catalogs using kd
trees (Friedman et al. 1977) to pre-sort our pairs in a way
that allows quick identification of pairs with separations in
the desired θ ± ∆θ/2 bin.
Uncertainties in clustering measurement can be estimated using simple error propagation that assumes Gaussian statistics in DD, DR, and RR pair counts in each bin
(Landy & Szalay 1993). However, a more accurate approach
is to estimate uncertainties using a data-resampling technique, such as jackknife resampling, because the fact that
uncertainties in DD, DR, and RR are not independent can
lead to biased results in the classical error-propagation approach.
We thus use jacknnife resampling. To estimate jackknife
uncertainties, the data in each field are divided into grids of
N sub-areas (N=12 or 16 in the Wide fields) and the uncertainty σ, is estimated from the scatter in N measurements,
each of which excludes the ith sub-area. This can be written
as
σ 2 (θ) =

N
Õ
DRi (θ)
[ωi (θ) − ω(θ)]
DR(θ)

(3)

i=1

(Nikoloudakis et al. 2013), where w(θ) is measured using the
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whole sample in the given field, wi (θ) is measured using the
whole sample in the field but excluding the ith subarea, and
DRi (θ)/DR(θ), which is slightly smaller than unity, accounts
for the fact that each ith measurement excludes one of the
N subareas.
Our correlation function measurement in each angular bin and in each field is then the median value of the
jackknife-resampled measurements,
ωmeasure (θ) = med ω(θ i ),
i

(4)

with uncertainty given by Eq. 3.
3.1.3

The Integral Constraint

Estimation of ω(θ) requires an estimate of the background
galaxy density, which has to be obtained from the data sample itself. Because the area of the survey, Ω, is limited, this
results in a bias in the measured correlation function, and
this bias needs to be corrected.
The bias arises because the number of pairs within the
angular range [θ − ∆θ/2, θ + ∆θ/2) is given by


δΩ1 δΩ2
N=n
[1 + ω(θ)].
(5)
Ω Ω
Doubly integrating the quantity given by Eq. 5 over the solid
angles Ω1 and Ω2 for the total survey area gives the total
number of unique data-data pairs. However, this method
gives an overestimation of the mean density due to positive
correlation between galaxies at small separations (Infante
1994), which is balanced by negative correlation at larger
separations. The magnitude of that effect depends on both
the field size and the clustering strength. We correct for this
bias using the standard “integral constraint” approach, as
follows.
Let ωmeasure be the measured correlation function, which
is related to the actual correlation function ωtrue (e.g, Sato
et al. 2014) by
1 + ωmeasure (θ) = f (1 + ωtrue (θ)),
where f is a scaling factor defined later. Using Equation 5
and the constraint

∬ 
δΩ1 δΩ2
N=
n
f [1 + ω(θ)],
Ω Ω
gives f = 1/(1 + IC), where IC is the so-called “integral constraint”, which corrects for the bias mentioned above. The
negative offset is given by integrating the assumed true ω(θ)
over the field Ω (Peebles 1980),
∬
1
IC = 2
ω(θ)dΩ1 dΩ2,
Ω
where Ω corresponds to the solid angle of the survey. In
practice, the above integral is well approximated using
Í
RR(θ)Aω θ −β
Í
,
IC =
RR(θ)
(Roche & Eales 1999; Infante 1994), which includes the
random-random pair counts, RR. The result is added to the
measured value ωmeasure (θ) to obtain the true value ωtrue (θ),
namely
ωtrue (θ) ≈ ωmeasure (θ) + IC.

(6)

Figure 3. The angular correlation function of PE-gzK s galaxies
as a function of K s -band magnitude. The open and filled circles
for the Wide fields represent W1 and W4 field measurements,
respectively. The magnitude intervals are 19.25 < K s < 19.75,
and 19.75 < K s < 20.25 for the Wide fields and 20 < K s < 21,
21 < K s < 22, 22 < K s < 23 for the Deep fields. Solid lines show
fits to the data done at large angular scales (θ > 10−2 deg, where
the one-halo term is negligible) and with γ = 1.92 fixed.

It is well known that the two-point angular correlation
function is well approximated by a power law (Peebles 1980)
of the form
ω(θ) = Aθ 1−γ .

(7)

Assuming the above power law form in Eq. 7, the data are
fit using a non-linear least-squares fit to estimate the parameters Aω and γ to quantify the strength of clustering.
For ωtrue (θ) = Aω θ 1−γ , the estimated correlation function is
IC . The
given by ωmeasure (θ) = Aω (θ 1−γ − C), where C = A
ω
value of IC is found to range from 0.06 to 0.08 for the Deep
fields and 0.04 to 0.06 for the Wide fields, and we corrected
our clustering measurements using these IC values.
3.2

Results

Figure 3 summarizes our clustering measurements, corrected
by the IC procedure described above, as a function of Ks
magnitude. We use logarithmic angular binning of ∆ log θ =
0.2, where θ is in degrees, to provide adequate sampling at
small scales and to avoid excessively fine sampling and poor
signal-to-noise ratios at large scales. The upper limit for θ
has to be smaller than the field size and the lower limit is set
by the lack of galaxy pairs at small separations. Therefore,
in the Deep fields ω(θ) is computed over −3.5 < log(θ) < −0.5;
in the Wide fields the range is −3.5 < log(θ) < 0.5.
The angular correlation measurements for the two Wide
fields, W1 and W4 were kept separate and thus treated as independent measurements. For the Deep fields, the measurements from the four different independent fields are combined using a weighted mean. Assuming the points come
from the same parent populations with the same mean, but
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Fields

K s [AB mag]

log(M? /M )

ND

Aω /10−3 (deg)1−γ

arcmin (10−2 )

r 0, AO (h −1 Mpc)

r0, B (h −1 Mpc)

Wide

19.25-19.75
19.75-20.25
20-21
21-22
22-23

11.49
11.32
11.15
10.80
10.45

132+71
675+434
841
2282
1881

39.32± 6.78
10.97± 2.09
4.89± 0.49
2.84 ± 0.42
1.79 ± 0.40

170.02 ± 29.32
47.44 ± 9.03
21.15± 2.12
12.28 ± 1.83
7.74 ± 1.73

29.77 ±2.75
15.31±2.12
10.05±0.47
7.57±0.49
5.95±1.03

20.49±1.89
10.54±1.46
7.34±0.34
5.73±0.37
3.34±0.58

Deep
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Table 1. The clustering amplitudes Aω and r0 for our gzK s -selected passive galaxies as a function of K s -magnitude bin or, equivalently,
stellar mass (with stellar computed using Eq. 11). For the Wide fields the reported number of objects, N D , is given for the two fields
separately (W1+W4), while for the Deep fields the number is the sum over the four fields. The estimated clustering lengths are measured
over the angular separation range 0.01◦ < θ < 0.32◦ for Deep fields and 0.013◦ < θ < 0.631◦ for the Wide fields, in both cases with
power-law slope fixed at γ = 1.92. The two r0 columns represent the 3-D correlation lengths for the two different redshift distributions
we considered: r0, AO for the N (z) given in Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) and r0, B for that in Blanc et al. (2008). Our preferred r0 values are
those computed with the redshift distribution of Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019).

different standard deviations, the weighted average of the
angular correlation function is given by
Í
2
i (ωi /σi )
ω̄ = Í
,
2
i (1/σi )
where each data point ωi is inverse variance weighted. With
2 as the weight, the uncertainty of the mean σ is
w = 1/σω
given by
Í
2
1
i (1/σi )
= Í
,
σ2 = Í
2
( i (1/σi2 ))2
(1/σ
i
i)
and the variance of the weighted mean is
Í
wi (ωi − ω)2
1
×
,
σ2 = i Í
( i wi )
N −1
where N=4 is the number of fields.
The Ks -band magnitude gives an approximate measure
of stellar masses of UMPEGs (Arcila-Osejo et al. 2019, see
also Eq. 11) as the rest-frame ∼8500Å light from passive
galaxies at z ∼ 1.6 is dominated by the long-lived low-mass
stars that contain most of the stellar mass in a stellar population. We will discuss the stellar mass dependence of clustering in more detail in Sec. 6.2 but in this Section we focus
on the more direct Ks -magnitude dependence of clustering,
while noting that the two quantities, mass and magnitude,
are related. Here, we divided our sample into subsamples
based on Ks -band luminosity. In the Wide fields, we divided
the PE-gzKs sample into two sub-samples of bin size 0.5
mag: 19.25 < Ks < 19.75, and 19.75 < Ks < 20.25. In the
Deep fields the population is divided into three subsamples
with bin-size of 1.0 mag: 20 < Ks < 21, 21 < Ks < 22,
22 < Ks < 23.
We fitted the measurements with power laws of the form
given by Eq. 7, and the results are shown with solid lines
in Fig. 3, while the corresponding best-fit parameter values
are listed in Table 1. For the Wide fields, for which the W1
and W4 measurements were kept separate, the ω(θ) values
from the two fields were treated as independent measurements and fitted simultaneously. For the Deep fields the fits
were done to the combined values from the four fields. The
fits were performed over angular scales of 0.01◦ to 0.32◦ for
the Deep fields and 0.013◦ to 0.631◦ for the Wide fields. The
power law index for the fainter (22 < Ks < 23) passive galaxies in the Deep fields is found to be γ = 1.92±0.12. The other,
brighter sub-samples were fitted allowing the power-law amplitude to vary while keeping γ fixed at that 1.92.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)

We clearly found a positive correlation function signal
for the passive galaxies in both Deep and Wide fields and in
all magnitude ranges studied, with an angular dependence
consistent with slope γ = 1.92. This is in agreement with
the results of Sato et al. (2014) who also found γ to be 1.92
(with the same Deep dataset that we use) for gzKs -selected
passive galaxies, although we note that in the present paper
we probe the previously unstudied ultra-massive regime. We
note that, in contrast, McCracken et al. (2010) found the
best fitting slope γ for their passive BzK-selected galaxies to
be γ ∼ 2.3.

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the correlation function deviates from the power-law at small angular scales, and this
deviation was also found for PE-gzKs galaxies in CFHTLS
Wide fields by Sato et al. (2014). This deviation is due to
the so-called one-halo term which is the contribution from
galaxy pairs residing within the same dark halo and is related to dark matter halo substructure (Berlind & Weinberg
2002). The power law on large scales is due to the two-halo
term, which represents the clustering of galaxies that reside
in distinct halos and which dominates on scales larger than
the virial radius of a typical halo. As was mentioned above,
our fits to the clustering measurements are done at large
θ in order to measure only the clustering of galaxies residing in the distinct halos. Because our UMPEGs are very
massive and don’t have similar- or larger-mass companions,
our UMPEG auto-correlation measurement can thus be expected to measure the clustering of the dark matter halos in
which UMPEGs are the central galaxies. We note that there
are no 19.25 < Ks < 19.75 UMPEG pairs in our catalog at
separations smaller than 57.06 arcsec, which is consistent
with this expectation.

It is clear in Figure 3 that the clustering strength increases monotonically with PE-gzKs galaxy brightness in the
Ks -band. This is also shown in Fig. 4, which shows the values
of the 2D clustering amplitude, A(ω), as a function of Ks band magnitude. This trend is consistent with, but clearer
than, previous studies (McCracken et al. 2010; Sato et al.
2014; Ishikawa et al. 2015)). Moreover, our sample extends
over a much wider magnitude range than these previous
studies, and probes extremely bright, previously unstudied
ultra-massive objects.
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(Limber 1953; Magliocchetti & Maddox 1999), where Aω is
the amplitude of ω(θ), rc (z) is the radial co-moving distance
at redshift z, and Hγ is a factor that depends on the powerlaw index slope and is given by
Hγ = Γ(1/2)

[Γ(γ − 1)/2]
.
Γ(γ/2)

(9)

Here E(z) is a cosmology-dependent expression given by
q
E(z) ≡ Ωm (1 + z)3 + Ωk (1 + z)2 + ΩΛ,
(10)

Figure 4. Clustering amplitude for gzK s -selected (or BzKselected) passively evolving galaxies as a function of K s magnitude. The horizontal bars indicate not uncertainties but the K s
magnitude intervals that define our subsamples, while vertical
errorbars reflect uncertainties from jackknife resampling of the
dataset. The measurements were done with γ fixed at 1.92.

where Ωm is the matter density parameter, ΩΛ is the cosmological constant, and the curvature of space is characterized
by Ωk = 1 − Ωm − ΩΛ . In Eq. 8, F(z) accounts for the redshift evolution of ξ(r) and is assumed to be negligible within
our samples and thus set to F(z) = 1 (this describes the
case of “co-moving clustering”, where halo separations expand with the Universe). N(z) corresponds to the redshift
distribution of the studied galaxy population, which is an
important quantity and is described in Section 4.2. Finally,
rc (z), the radial co-moving distance between observer and
an object at redshift z, is computed using the relation
∫ z
dz 0
rc (z) = D H
0
0 E(z )

4

(Hogg 1999), where the function E(z) is defined in Equation
10, and D H is the Hubble distance given by D H ≡ c/H0 .

THE SPATIAL CORRELATION FUNCTION

The two-dimensional galaxy correlation function, ω(θ), is the
projection of the three-dimensional clustering, ξ(r), which
is the underlying physical relation. The spatial correlation
function ξ(r) is defined analogously to the definition of ω(θ)
provided by Eq. 1. Considering two infinitesimally thin shells
centered on two objects, located at r1 and r2 , ξ(r) is defined
by the joint probability dP(r) of finding two objects within
volume elements dV1 and dV2 , at a separation r = r1 −r2 such
that
dP(r) = n[1 + ξ(r)]dV1 dV2,
where n is now the space density of objects. The spatial
correlation function can be described as a power law of the
form
  −γ
r
ξ(r) =
,
ro
where r is the co-moving distance between the two points,
ro is the characteristic correlation length, and γ is the slope
derived from the angular correlation measurements.
We do not measure ξ(r) directly, but can infer it from
the angular correlation function, ω(θ), and the redshift distribution of our galaxy sample, N(z), by means of the inverse
Limber transformation (Limber 1953).

4.1

Limber Inversion

The de-projection of the angular correlation function is done
using the Limber inversion as follows. The amplitudes of
the power law representations of the angular and spatial
correlation functions are related by the equation
γ∫∞
1−γ
Hγ r0 0 F(z)rc (z)N 2 (z)E(z)dz
∫∞
(8)
Aω =
(c/H0 )[ 0 N(z)dz]2

4.2

Redshift Distributions

The redshift distribution of the galaxy sample is a ciritcal
ingredient of the Limber equation, Eq. 8, and can depend
on the magnitude of the subsample being studied, thereby
affecting the inferring spatial clustering. The magnitudedependent redshift distribution, N(m, z), of our passive gzKs
galaxies was computed by Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) by crosscorrelating our PE-gzKs samples in the D2 (COSMOS) field
with the photometric redshift catalog of Muzzin et al. (2013),
and in the Wide fields (W1 and W4) with the catalog of
Moutard et al. (2016). Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) binned the
photometric redshifts in magnitude steps of 0.5 width in Ks band and the resulting N(m, z) can be seen in the middle
panel of their Fig. 6. A key feature of these redshift distributions is that they vary with magnitude: the peak redshift
for fainter PE-gzKs galaxies lies at somewhat higher redshifts
(z ∼ 1.7 for Ks ∼ 22 − 23) compared to that of the brighter
galaxies (z ∼ 1.6 for Ks ∼ 18 − 19), and the fainter galaxies
also have a more pronounced high-redshift tail than their
brighter counterparts. We adopt these N(z, m) as our preferred redshift distributions for computing the spatial clustering of corresponding PE-gzKs samples using Eq. 8.
While we prefer the N(z, m) derived by Arcila-Osejo
et al. (2019) as described above, we also computed values
of r0 assuming the redshift distribution given by Blanc et al.
(2008). This assumes that the PE-gzKs redshift distribution is a simple magnitude-independent Gaussian centred at
z = 1.58 and with width σz = 0.17. Using this alternative redshift distribution gives r0 values that are ∼2/3 times those we
obtained with our preferred, magnitude-dependent redshift
distribution from Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019). This difference
can be viewed as an indication of the systematic uncertainty
in our (and other authors’) r0 measurements, but ultimately
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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cluster more strongly. We note again that we consider the
r0, AO values to be more reliable of the two, since they are
derived with a more realistic set of redshift distributions.
For this reason, we will use these correlation length values
in all that follows.
Figure 5 shows a comparison of our r0 measurements
with those of previous studies. For the fainter passive galaxies, the clustering strength agrees with the results for BzKselected passive galaxies at similar Ks magnitudes reported
by Blanc et al. (2008) and McCracken et al. (2010). Our
results also show that the intermediate-brightness PE-gzKs
galaxies have clustering comparable to that of the starforming galaxies of similar Ks magnitude (Ishikawa et al.
2015). However, in contrast to previous studies, the clustering measurements in our work also extend to much brighter
passive galaxies. The fact that our very luminous passive
galaxies cluster more strongly than the fainter BzK galaxies
(both passive and star-forming) suggests that they reside in
much more massive dark matter halos.

Figure 5. Comparison of the correlation lengths of our PE-gzK s
galaxies (red filled circles) with previous studies of BzK-selected
galaxies. Star-forming BzK galaxies are shown as blue points
while red symbols show passive galaxies. All correlation lengths
are in units of h −1 Mpc, where h = 0.7. Compared to previous
studies, our results extend to much brighter but extremely rare
passive galaxies at K s <21.

we prefer the r0 values we obtained with the more accurate
redshift distribution given in Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019).

4.3

Estimating the Correlation Length

Table 1 and Figure 5 summarise the values calculated for the
correlation length r0 measured within our Ks -magnitude selected samples using the Limber inversion. The uncertainties
in r0 given in Table 1 combine two factors: (1) the uncertainty in the measurement of Aω , and (2) the uncertainty in
the redshift distribution, N(z). The two different sets of r0
values in Table 1 are derived from the two different redshift
distributions: these of Arcila-Osejo et al. (2019) and Blanc
et al. (2008), as described in Sec. 4.2.
The uncertainties in Table 1 include only uncertainties
due to statistical errors. For uncertainties in the redshift distribution, systematic errors are expected to be larger than
random errors. To see the effect of redshift distribution –
which is a systematic uncertainty – on the estimation of r0 ,
we used two different redshift distributions to calculate the
spatial correlation lengths for each Ks -magnitude selected
sample. Here, the correlation length is affected by the median redshift and the width of the redshift distribution (McCracken et al. 2010) – a larger width in the redshift distribution implies that projection effects are stronger and would
result in a larger value of r0 for a given time or underlying
clustering.
It is clear in Table 1 that the two different redshift
distributions give different r0 results. Nevertheless, in both
cases, the correlation lengths increase with the increase in
Ks brightness. UMPEGs have larger correlation lengths compared to the fainter PE-gzKs galaxies, indicating that they
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)

5

MASSES OF DARK MATTER HALOS

In the ΛCDM model, the clustering of DM halos is well understood (e.g., Mo & White 2002): the halos cluster in such
a way that the most massive DM halos have larger clustering strength as measured by the correlation function. This
trend arises because the DM halos (and the galaxies inside
them) form from small perturbations in the early Universe
which grow with time. Here, high mass halos are formed in
regions with strong, positive perturbations on even larger
scales (Kaiser 1984). The large-scale collapse accelerates the
collapse of the smaller halos, causing an excess of these halos
in the general neighbourhood and hence, strong clustering
of massive halos. In contrast, large scale perturbations are
not needed to form the low mass halos and hence low mass
halos have weaker clustering.
Because clustering amplitude is a monotonically increasing function of halo mass, we can use the observed clustering of our PE-gzKs galaxies, compared with that of DM
halos in a ΛCDM N-body simulation, to identify the dark
matter halo masses of our galaxies. With this goal in mind,
in this Section we match the clustering strengths we measured in Sec. 4 to the clustering strengths of dark matter
halos in the Millennium XXL simulation (MXXL; Angulo
et al. 2012).
5.1

Brief Review of the Millennium XXL
Simulation

The MXXL simulation (Angulo et al. 2012) is a very large,
high-resolution cosmological dark matter N-body simulation that greatly extends the previous Millennium and
Millennium-II simulations (Springel et al. 2005; BoylanKolchin et al. 2009). The simulation follows the non-linear
evolution of 67203 =303,464,448,000 dark-matter particles
with masses 6.2 × 109 h−1 M each, distributed within a cubic box of comoving length 3 h−1 Gpc, which is equivalent
to the volume of the whole observable Universe to redshift
z=0.72. This mass resolution is sufficient to identify host
dark matter halos of galaxies with stellar masses greater
than 1.5×1010 M (De Lucia et al. 2006), while the very large
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volume is large enough to contain very rare, very massive halos (the most massive halo at z = 0 has MF oF = 1015.95 M ).
Because of their very large r0 (Sec. 4), our UMPEGs can be
expected to reside in very massive halos, and for this reason the large-volume MXXL simulation is well-suited for our
purposes.
MXXL adopts the ΛCDM cosmology with WMAP1 cosmological parameters with the total matter density
Ωm,0 = 0.25 and cosmological constant ΩΛ,0 = 0.75; the RMS
linear density fluctuation in 10.96 Mpc spheres, extrapolated
to the present epoch, is σ8 = 0.9; and H0 = 0.73 km s−1
Mpc−1 . While these cosmological parameters are somewhat
different than those we used in estimating our r0 values from
the observational data, they are sufficiently similar that we
do not need to make any adjustments in our analysis.
The simulation follows the gravitational growth traced
by its DM particles and stores it as DM particle positions
at 64 discrete time snapshots. The initial conditions are set
at a starting redshift of z = 127 and the simulation evolves
to z = 0 with 63 outputs corresponding to various redshifts.
At each snapshot, groups of more than 20 particles are identified as dark matter halos using a Friends-of-Friends (FoF)
algorithm (Davis et al. 1985). Following this step, the SUBFIND algorithm (Springel et al. 2001) finds gravitationallybound subhalos within each FoF halo. The mass of the halo
is defined as the conventional virial mass of a halo, which is
M200 = M(r < r200 ), the mass contained within a sphere of
a radius that encloses a mean density that is 200 times the
critical density of the Universe.

5.2

Clustering of Dark Matter Halos at z ∼ 1.6

We used the halo catalog from snapshot=36 of the MXXL
simulation, which corresponds to z ∼ 1.6, the peak redshift
of the UMPEG redshift distribution. The spatial correlation
function of the DM halos is a function of halo mass (Mo &
White 1996), and for this reason we study halo clustering
of halos within specific mass ranges. Specifically, we divided
the MXXL halos into eleven logarithmic halo mass bins of
width ∆log(M200 )=0.2 that span 12.1 < log(M200 ) < 14.3;
here M200 is in units of h−1 M . For every halo mass bin, we
then measure the two-point correlation function of the dark
matter halos, given by
ξ(r) =

Figure 6. Halo mass as a function of the correlation function of
dark matter halos in the z = 1.6 snapshot of the MXXL simulation; the same fixed slope γ was used for these measurements as
in the measurements of the PE-gzK s galaxies. Red points show
the correlation function at a fixed spatial value r = 8.25 h −1 Mpc
for different halo masses. The dashed red line is an interpolation between the MXXL data points. The vertical solid gray lines
correspond to our measurements of the spatial correlation function of the PE-gzK s galaxies binned according to their K s -band
brightness, as indicated in the Figure. The horizontal gray lines
show the corresponding halo masses that result from applying the
MXXL relation to our clustering observations.

DD(r) − 2DR(r) + RR(r)
.
RR(r)

This equation is similar to Eq. 2, but here DD(r) is the
unique number of halo pairs in the simulation with separations between r − δr < r < r + δr, DR(r) refers to the number
of pairs within the same separations between the halo catalog and a random distribution of positions, and RR(r) refers
to number of random-random pairs within the same range.
Next, we compared the halo mass values of the eleven
bins with their measured ξ(r) values at r=8.25 h−1 Mpc.
These are shown using red points in Fig. 6; while the dashed
red line in Fig. 6 shows a piecewise interpolation between the
points. The procedure is done at r=8.25 h−1 Mpc to ensure a
good number of halo-halo pairs and to avoid the contribution
of subhalos within larger halos (i.e., the one-halo term). As
expected, halo mass and clustering strength correlate monotonically.

5.3

Halo Masses of PE-gzKs Galaxies

Also plotted in Fig. 6, using vertical gray lines are the
ξ(r = 8.25h−1 Mpc) values for our observed PE-gzKs samples. Using the relation shown with red points and line,
we can then relate the clustering strengths of the PE-gzKs
subsamples to the masses of halos in the simulation. It
is clear that the brightest passive galaxies in the range
19.25 < K s < 19.75 reside in the most massive halos in the
mass range 13.9 < log(M200 ) < 14.2, where M200 has the units
of h−1 M . Fainter PE-gzKs subsamples are associated with
lower-mass halos.
We believe that our UMPEG halo mass estimates are
robust. Halo assembly bias (Gao et al. 2005; Wechsler et al.
2006; Gao & White 2007), while potentially significant at
lower halo masses, does not appear to have a significant effect on very massive halos (see, e.g., Fig. 2 of Gao et al. 2005)
such as those associated with the UMPEGs. Moreover, while
the presence of the one-halo term seen for the lower-mass PEgzKs galaxies may affect our clustering length measurements
for these populations, the measurement for the UMPEGs is
unlikely to be affected by this effect given the absence of
the single-halo term in this population as well as the lack of
UMPEG-mass companions (described in M. Sawicki, submitted to MNRAS). We conclude that our UMPEG halo
mass estimates, presented above, are thus robust.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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This work
other BzK
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LBGs
SMGs & DOGs
(proto-)clusters
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Figure 7. The comoving correlation length r0 of the passive galaxies from our sample (red points) in comparison with other populations
of objects at a range of redshifts. Different colours indicate different types of objects or selection techniques, with open symbols showing
measurements based on photometric data, while filled symbols are for measurements from spectroscopic data (except for our points,
which are photometric). Except for our points, errorbars are omitted for clarity. Red numbers indicate stellar masses, in logarithmic
units, for our subsamples. Black curves, labelled in logarithmic units of solar mass, show the dependence of r0 for halos of fixed minimum
mass as a function of redshift from the modified Press-Schechter analysis of Mo & White (2002).
The r0 values plotted are from the compilation of Durkalec et al. (2015) but with some additions and are as follows: Purple: other
BzK galaxies ( open circles – Blanc et al. 2008; open triangles – Hartley et al. 2010; open reversed triangle – McCracken et al. 2010; open
diamonds – Lin et al. 2012 ). Blue: LBG galaxies ( open squares – Foucaud et al. 2003; open circles – Ouchi et al. 2004; open triangles
– Adelberger et al. 2005; open reversed triangles – Kashikawa et al. 2006; open diamonds – Savoy et al. 2011; filled diamonds – Bielby
et al. 2013; open pentagon – Barone-Nugent et al. 2014 ). Green: galaxy samples from surveys limited in luminosity ( filled squares –
Norberg et al. 2002; open circles – Coil et al. 2006; filled triangles – Le Févre et al. 2005; filled reversed triangles – Pollo et al. 2006,
filled diamonds – Zehavi et al. 2011; filled pentagons – Marulli et al. 2013; crosses – Skibba et al. 2014 ). Red: EROs or massive red
galaxies ( open squares – Daddi et al. 2003; filled squares – Zehavi et al. 2011; open circles – Brown et al. 2008 ). Orange: SMGs or DOGs
( open diamonds — Blain et al. 2004; open squares — Weiss et al. 2009; open inverted triangles — Hickox et al. 2012; open triangles
— Wilkinson et al. 2017; open circles — Brodwin et al. 2008; open pentagons — Toba et al. 2017 ). Magenta: clusters or protoclusters(
open diamond — Toshikawa et al. 2018; open square — Rettura et al. 2014; open inverted triangle — Papovich 2008); open triangles —
Abadi et al. 1998; open circles — Collins et al. 2000; open pentagons — Bahcall et al. 2003).

6
6.1

DISCUSSION
Comparing UMPEGs with other Galaxy
Populations

After obtaining the correlation lengths, r0 , for our PE-gzKs
samples at z ∼ 1.6, we put them in the context of other populations. This comparison is shown in Fig. 7 and includes different galaxy populations as well as galaxy (proto)clusters.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)

The r0 for our less massive PE-gzKs galaxies at z ∼ 1.6
is comparable to the r0 measured for BzK galaxies and
EROs at z ∼ 2 as well those for dust-obscured galaxies
(DOGs) and sub-millimetre Galaxies (SMGs) at similar and
higher redshifts. However, the correlation length r0 of the
UMPEGs (M?=1011.5 M in Fig. 7) is larger than those
of other galaxy populations at similar or higher redshifts.
Instead, UMPEGs have r0 that is very similar to that of
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z∼1.5 Spitzer/IRAC-selected galaxy clusters of Rettura et al.
(2014, r0 = 32.0 ± 7h−1 Mpc, open magenta square in Fig. 7)
and consistent with the z∼1.3 clusters of Papovich (2008,
r0 = 22.4 ± 3.6h−1 Mpc, open inverted magenta triangle). It
is also worth to point out here the large r0 value for the griselected protocluster candidates at z∼3.8 (Toshikawa et al.
+3.0 h−1 Mpc). Alto2018, open magenta diamond, r0 = 35.0−3.3
gether, the clustering of our UMPEGs is stronger than that
of any other galaxy population, and is more consistent with
the clustering of high-z (proto)clusters.
Figure 7 also shows the expected clustering of halos of
fixed mass as a function of redshift. This is shown with black
curves (with masses labelled in logarithmic units of solar
mass) and is based on the Press-Schechter formalism (Press
& Schechter 1974) for the clustering of DM halos from Mo &
White (2002). These models are only a first approximation
as they are based on simplified assumptions of the Press &
Schechter theory, but they give an indication of the masses of
the halos likely to be associated with the populations shown
in Fig. 7. Notably, these Press-Schechter masses are also
consistent with the halo masses we get for our UMPEGs
and other PE-gzKs galaxies from the MXXL comparisons
presented in Section 5.3.

6.2

Figure 8. Stellar mass-halo mass ratio (SHMR) for different stellar mass-selected PE-gzK s sub-samples at z ∼ 1.6 (filled red circles) as a function of halo mass. The measurements from our work
are compared with model predictions by Moster et al. (2013) at
z = 1 and z = 2, which are represented by dashed and dotted lines,
respectively.

Stellar Mass - Halo Mass Relation

The ratio of the stellar mass of a galaxy and the mass of
its host DM halo (the so-called stellar-to-halo mass ratio,
SHMR = M?/Mh ) is related to the efficiency with which
the galaxy can form stars and thus is of key interest in understanding galaxy formation. With this in mind, we investigate the SHMR for our PE-gzKs galaxies as a function of
halo mass. Here we estimate stellar masses by using the M?–
Ks relation for PE-gzKs galaxies calibrated on the COSMOS
data of Muzzin et al. (2013), which is given by Arcila-Osejo
et al. (2019) as
log[M?/M ] = −0.348Ks + 18.284.

(11)

We note that while SED fitting of unresolved photometry,
such as that done by Muzzin et al. (2013), can significantly
underestimate stellar masses of star-forming galaxies (Sorba
& Sawicki 2015, 2018; Abdurro’uf & Akiyama 2018), such
bias is not present for quiescent galaxies such as the PEgzKs systems we study here. Consequently, PE-gzKs galaxy
stellar masses estimated using Eq. 11 can be expected to be
reasonably accurate.
With the stellar masses and halo masses in hand, it is
then straightforward to estimate the SHMR values for different PE-gzKs subsamples, and we show these in Fig. 8.
As our UMPEGs are very massive, we are able to probe
the high mass end of the stellar-to-halo mass relation. Our
data show that the log(M?/Mh ) ranges from ∼−2.5 for the
UMPEGs to ∼−1.8 for the less massive passive galaxies. It
is clear that the SHMR decreases with increasing halo mass,
indicating a reduced star formation efficiency in massive halos. This trend has been seen before at at similar redshifts
(see Legrand et al. 2019, and references therein), but most
previous studies did not differentiate between star-forming
and passive galaxies; moreover, our measurements robustly
extend the SHMR to much larger stellar (and halo) masses
than was previously probed at high redshift.

In Fig. 8 we also compare our observed SHMR values with the results of numerical simulations by Moster
et al. (2013, black lines), which predict the SHMR for central galaxies of massive halos. According to the Moster
et al. (2013) model, the SHMR reaches a peak at halo mass
∼ 1012.5 M , while the lower SHMR values are due to different physical mechanisms that suppress star formation in
the DM halo. Each process contributes differently at different mass. In the case of the low mass halos, feedback from
supernova-driven winds (Larson 1974; Dekel & Silk 1986) is
responsible for lowering the star forming efficiency. In contrast, processes such as feedback from active galactic nuclei
(AGN; Springel et al. 2005; Bower et al. 2006; Croton et al.
2006) and gravitational heating dominate in the massive halos.
The observed SHMRs for the more massive PE-gzKs
galaxies, including — at the very massive end of our sample — UPMEGs, agree well with the model predictions by
Moster et al. (2013). In contrast, for the lower mass galax< 1013.5 M ), our measurements are ∼ 3 − 4 times
ies (M200 ∼
lower than the model predictions. This discrepancy could
be linked to an inefficient AGN and supernova feedback in
quenched galaxies at intermediate masses. Alternatively, it is
also possible that once quenched, intermediate-mass galaxies do not grow in stellar mass while their DM halos continue to grow, resulting in a lower SHMR than expected
from models. However, the most likely explanation is that
the intermediate-mass PE-gzKs galaxies may simply not be
the central galaxies of their halos, but, rather, satellites in
more massive environments. This last scenario is further supported by the detection of the one-halo term in the angular
correlation measurements of the lower-mass PE-gzKs galaxies at small separations (see Sec. 3.1.2 and also Sato et al.
2014). Meanwhile, the agreement between the models and
our observations at high masses gives further support to the
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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Figure 9. Cumulative number densities of galaxies and halos
as function of (stellar or halo) mass. The red curve shows the
cumulative number density of PE-gzK s galaxies from our study
as a function of their stellar mass (Arcila-Osejo et al. 2019). The
black curves show the cumulative number densities of DM halos in the MXXL simulation at z = 1.6 (solid line) and z = 0
(dashed). The stellar masses of our UMPEGs are indicated with
a point on the red curve, and their halo masses – inferred from
clustering – on the black solid curve. The black arrow indicates
the likely evolutionary path of the UMPEG halos from z∼1.6 to
z = 0 and assumes that halo rank order in mass is preserved over
time. The present-day masses of the Virgo and Coma clusters are
shown on the z = 0 halo curve; for these clusters horizontal error
bars represent the range of masses from different studies of Virgo
(McLaughlin 1999; Ferrarese et al. 2012; Urban et al. 2011)) and
Coma (Geller & Huchra 1989; Kubo et al. 2007; Gavazzi, R. et al.
2009).

idea that our UMPEGs are the central galaxies of their dark
matter halos.

6.3

Evolution of UMPEGs to z ∼ 0

We next study the connection between observed galaxies and
the simulated DM halos using a variation of the abundance
matching technique (e.g., Behroozi et al. 2010; Conroy &
Wechsler 2009; Guo et al. 2010). Because we already have
associated PE-gzKs with their halos using clustering analysis, we can then apply abundance matching to ask how many
massive halos contain massive quiescent galaxies. We focus
our analysis here on the UMPEGs and use a simple approach
in which the dark matter halos are assumed to grow in such
a way that their rank-order does not change with time. We
note that this is not ideal as the halo rank order may change
over cosmic time due to, e.g., major halo-halo mergers. We
also note that we focus on halo-halo clustering and ignore the
clustering of sub-halos, an approach that could yield more
detailed insights (e.g., Vale & Ostriker 2004; Conroy et al.
2006a; Chaves-Montero et al. 2016), but which we cannot
exploit here given our shallow dataset’s inability to detect
satellite galaxies around our UMPEGs.
Indeed, as is found by M. Sawicki et al. (submitted to
MNRAS), UMPEGs are deficient in satellite galaxies with
masses sufficient for detection in our Wide data. This deficiency of satellites suggests major mergers as a growth mechanism in the UMPEGs’ past (see M. Sawicki et al. submitted
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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to MNRAS), but makes subhalo clustering analyses impossible at present. Once deeper wide-field data are in hand,
we intend to perform a more detailed analysis that uses halo
merger trees to track the effect of rank-order reshuffling. For
now, howerver, given the limitations of our present dataset,
we do not attempt to include sub-halos and satellites in
our analysis and we restrict ourselves to the simple invariant halo rank-order abundance-matching approach. Despite
these limitations, our approach can nevertheless give us interesting insights into the nature of the z∼1.6 UMPEGs.
As we discussed in Sec. 5.3, UMPEGs reside in some of
the most massive halos at z∼1.6. In Fig. 9 we plot the cumulative number density of halos from the MXXL at z∼1.6
(solid black curve) and at z∼0 (dashed black curve); we mark
with a red point the halo mass Mh = 1.6×1014 M , which corresponds to an UMPEG with stellar mass M?=1011.4 M . We
can then estimate the evolution of this ultra-massive halo to
z∼0 by our simple abundance-matching argument: keeping
number density constant at n(> M) = 10−7 Mpc−3 between
z∼1.6 and z∼0, we see that by z∼0 our z∼1.6 UMPEG halo
grows to a mass of Mh ∼ 1015 M (black arrow in Fig. 9). This
z∼0 halo mass is comparable to the halo masses of local massive clusters of galaxies such as of Virgo (McLaughlin 1999;
Ferrarese et al. 2012; Urban et al. 2011) and Coma (Geller
& Huchra 1989; Kubo et al. 2007; Gavazzi, R. et al. 2009),
shown as blue and green points on the z∼0 halo mass curve
in Fig. 9.
Given the above argument, could UMPEGs be the direct progenitors of the most massive central galaxies of
present-day massive clusters? The stellar mass of the central
galaxy in the Virgo cluster, NGC 4486, is M?=1011.57 M
(Forte et al. 2013, using the Chabrier 2003 IMF). The stellar masses of the two central galaxies in the Coma cluster,
NGC 4874 and NGC 4889, are 1011.98 M and 1012.18 M
respectively (Veale et al. 2017, independent of IMF). Since
UMPEGs already have stellar masses > 1011.4 M at z∼1.6
(i.e., 9.5 Gyr ago; Wright 2006), it is plausible that they
could become the massive central galaxies of low-z massive
clusters with only moderate growth via, e.g., minor mergers.
Such growth scenario is compatible with simulations that
predict that in the most massive halos much of the central
galaxy stellar mass comes from satellite galaxies accreted at
z < 2 (e.g. Moster et al. 2013).
We can investigate this question further by examining what fraction of the very massive halos associated
with UMPEGs via our clustering analysis actually contains UMPEGs. For this we compare cumulative number
densities, n(> M) of (M? = 1011.4 M ) UMPEGs and of
the corresponding halos (Mh = 1.6 × 1014 M ); both these
masses are marked with red points in Fig. 9 on their corresponding cumulative mass functions. The Figure shows
that the UMPEGs have a comoving number density of
1.9 × 10−8 Mpc−3 , while the halos they are associated with
have a number density of 1.5 × 10−7 Mpc−3 . There are therefore eight times more halos that are in principle capable of
hosting UMPEGs than there are UMPEGs. This suggests
that 7 in 8 of these most massive halos are likely to contain
something other than an UMPEG: either an ultra-massive
star-forming galaxy or a group of lower-mass galaxies without a single UMPEG-mass central. In either of these two
cases, it is then possible that UMPEGs are the descendants
of these systems: in the former case an UMPEG could form
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by the quenching of star formation in the ultra-massive starforming galaxy; in the latter case it could form through the
merger of the lower-mass galaxies. Here we note that ∼10%
of our UMPEGs are double-cored (see Arcila-Osejo et al.
2019); these double-cored systems could represent recent or
ongoing mergers and would support the idea of UMPEG formation through the merger of lower-mass galaxies. Further
evidence for a major-merger UMPEG formation scenario,
albeit with the mergers happening at earlier times, z > 1.6,
comes from the mass gap seen between UMPEGs and their
most massive satellites (see M. Sawicki et al., submitted to
MNRAS).
In the context of dusty massive starbursts, it is important to note that our UMPEGs cluster much more strongly
than do sub-millimetre galaxies (SMGs, e.g., Blain et al.
2004; Hickox et al. 2012; Wilkinson et al. 2017) and Dust
Obscured Galaxies (DOGs, e.g., Brodwin et al. 2008; Toba
et al. 2017). Consequently, it seems that UMPEGs are associated with more massive, rarer dark matter halos than
those that host typical high-z starbursts. This fact does not
rule out the possibility that some dusty starbursts are the
direct progenitors of UMPEGs, of course, but it does suggest
that typical SMGs and DOGs inhabit lower-mass structures
than the UMPEGs and that most of them will not become
UMPEGs at later times simply by quenching.
In summary, the picture that is emerging from our analysis is that UMPEGs may be the direct progenitors of some
(∼ 1 in 8) of the central galaxies of present-day massive clusters. This is because they appear to have very high stellar
masses while their very strong clustering resembles the clustering strengths of (proto)clusters at similar and higher redshifts (Papovich 2008; Rettura et al. 2014; Toshikawa et al.
2018). It is less clear from our clustering analysis alone what
are the direct progenitors of the UMPEGs, although the
weaker clustering strengths of high-z dusty starbursts suggest that most of those objects do not evolve to become
UMPEGs. Alternatively UMPEGs could have formed via
the merging of lower-mass galaxies already present in distant proto-clusters (e.g., Ouchi et al. 2005; Lemaux et al.
2009; Toshikawa et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2018; Oteo et al.
2018) – a scenario we explore further by studying the proximate environments of our UMPEGs in M. Sawicki et al.
(MNRAS, submitted). Of note is that only some (∼1 in 8)
of the present-day cluster central galaxies were already very
massive and quiescent at z∼1.6, while ∼7 of 8 protoclustermass halos must still contain either an ultra-massive starforming progenitor or a set of building-block components
still destined to merge.

7

CONCLUSIONS

Using a sample of massive quiescent PE-gzKs galaxies at
z ∼ 1.6 drawn from a dataset of unprecedented area, we used
clustering measurements to link the properties of the galaxies, split into subsamples by their Ks magnitude, to those of
their dark matter halos. The subsamples range from Ks ∼23
to 19.5, corresponding to stellar masses from M?∼ 1010.3 M
to ∼ 1011.5 M . The brightest, most massive subsample – the
UMPEGs – form the special focus of this work.
We presented the two-point angular correlation functions for the passive galaxy subsamples, together with the

best power-law fits. Using the observed redshift distributions
of these galaxies, we de-projected the spatial correlation
functions from the angular ones, and estimated correlation
lengths for the UMPEGs as well as for the lower-mass PEgzKs galaxies. By comparing our clustering measurements
to those of the DM halos from the Millennium XXL simulation, we then estimated the halo masses for the PE-gzKs
galaxy host halos, including those of the UMPEG-hosting
halos, as a function of galaxy stellar mass.
Our primary results are as follows:
(i) We derived the correlation length, r0 , for the UMPEGs
and found that the UMPEGs have very strong clustering, stronger than that for any other galaxy population
at high redshift and comparable to that of massive high-z
(proto)clusters.
(ii) We also confirmed previous findings that the correlation length for the clustering of lower-mass PE-gzKs galaxies
is dependent on their Ks magnitude. In addition to this luminosity dependence, there is a clear enhancement in the clustering of the (lower-mass) passive galaxies at small scales,
as also found by Sato et al. (2014). This “one-halo term” enhancement is suggestive of multiple quiescent PE-gzKs galaxies residing in the same dark matter halo.
(iii) Comparing our simple clustering observations with
the clustering measurements of DM halos from the Millennium XXL simulation (Angulo et al. 2012), we constrained
UMPEG halo masses and concluded that the UMPEGs inhabit some of the most massive (Mh ∼ 1014.1 h−1 M ) dark
matter halos at z ∼ 1.6.
(iv) Given that DM halos grow over time, UMPEG halos are likely to grow. Our simple halo abundance matching
analysis, which assumes that the halo mass rank order is
preserved over time, suggests that by z ∼ 0 UMPEG halos
may grow to a typical mass of Mh ∼ 1015 M . This halo mass
is comparable to that of massive z ∼ 0 clusters such as Virgo
and Coma. The descendants of UMPEGs may thus reside in
massive galaxy clusters today, and given their large z ∼ 1.6
masses, may be the progenitors of some (∼ 1 in 8 from abundance arguments) of the massive cluster central galaxies at
z ∼ 0.
(v) We studied the SHMR of our massive passive galaxies. Our measurements for the massive (UMPEG) end of the
mass distribution are in good agreement with the SHMR
models of Moster et al. (2013). However, there is a discrepancy with the models at lower masses that could be caused
by inefficient feedback in the models as compared to PE-gzKs
galaxies, by a divergence of the halo and galaxy growth rates
after the quenching of star formation, or – most likely, we feel
– due to multiple galaxies (passive or star-forming) present
within the same halo.
Overall, based on their very strong clustering, we conclude that the most massive passive galaxies (UMPEGs,
M? > 1011.4 M ) at z∼1.6 are likely to be the central galaxies of some (∼ 1 in 8) of the massive (∼1014.1 h−1 M ) highz protoclusters. They are likely to evolve into some of the
massive central galaxies of present-day ∼ 1015 M massive
clusters, although most (∼7 out of 8) present-day massive
cluster progenitors do not yet have such an ultra-massive
quiescent central galaxy at z∼1.6.
MNRAS 000, 1–16 (2020)
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